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Summary
The key role of Agriculture in developing areas is an engine for growth and what
we want to do is to push the concept of agriculture as a starting point for bringing the
economy back to the old notion of market: a place where you know what you are
buying. Is it impossible to achieve the real growth when there are different levels of
development in the same land.

CHAPTER 1: THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURE IN
DEVELOPMENT AND THE POVERTY TRAP
1.1 The Role of Agriculture in Development
Today 1 billion people live on less than $1 per day; the per capita income in the
World’s richest Country is about 35 times the per capita income in the poorest.
Approximately three quarters of the poorest people in the World live in rural areas
and, over half of them depend on agriculture or agricultural labour as their primary
livelihood strategy (International Fund for Agricultural Development 2001).
Classical theorists, led by Arthur Lewis in the 1950s, viewed economic
development as a growth process of relocating factors of production, especially labour,
from an agricultural sector, characterized by low productivity and traditional
technologies, to a modern industrial sector with higher productivity. The contribution
of agriculture to development was passive. Agriculture acted more as a source of food
and labour than a source of growth. Although passive, agricultural growth was still
seen as necessary for successful economic transformation for two reasons:
(1)

to ensure the supply of food and prevent rising food prices and real wages

from undermining industrial development;
(2)

to utilize a major natural resource—land—as an additional “free” source of

growth that would not compete with resources for industrial growth (Lewis 1954).

1.2 The Poverty Trap
The definition for conditional convergence states that if countries possess the same
technological possibilities and population growth rates but differ in savings
propensities and initial capital-labor ratio, then there should still be convergence to the
same growth rate, but just not necessarily at the same capital-labour ratio. Using
Social Accounting Matrices for 27 countries, Vogel (1994) examined the strength of
the linkages between agriculture and rest of the economy at different development
stages. At early stages of development, the backward linkages were very strong, while
the forward linkages were much weaker. Rising household incomes represented
almost 70 percent of the backward linkages. Along the development path, the forward
input-output linkage strengthened due to the greater integration of the sector into the
broader economy.
In the last year (from January 1998 to November 2010) Mexico GDP Value grew at
3.22% India at 8.80%, China at 9.60%, while United States grew at 2% and Europe
has grown with an average of 1% (www.tradingeconomics.com). This is due to the
fact that those developing Countries adopted different policies for the private savings,
investment and at the macroeconomic level, but it can confirm that they are
converging (maybe in 20 years) to the more industrialized Countries. This kind of
process can be stopped by the risk exposure of the Developing Countries. In particular
the risk of shocks can shift one Country from a growing path to another, it adds noises
to conditional convergence; for example risk leaves lenders vulnerable to default by
borrowers; this limits access to credit especially for poor people who lack collateral to
guarantee loan repayment. The combination of conservative portfolio choice induced
by risk aversion, and credit market exclusion because risk exposure dampens lenders’
willingness to lend,, help perpetuate poverty. This downward spiral is also generated
by the measures taken by the people from poor countries: they adopt low-risk strategy
(low investment) and the obvious result is a low - return with difficulties in the asset
accumulation and consequently difficulties in climbing out of poverty. We can define
poverty trap as any self-reinforcing mechanism that causes poverty to persist.
Costas Azariadis introduces one more model of poverty trap: the Threshold Model
of Poverty. “An initially high level of poverty and low life expectancy may change the
way an economy works because it may make the return to incremental changes in
capital small or even negative” (Steve Bowles, 2006). The theory is based on the
concept that poor economies cannot produce the levels of human and physical capital

to exceed the threshold necessary for achieving a certain type of economic
organization.
In order to give a picture of the mechanism that circumscribes people into
poverty, we will use a model developed by Carter and Barrett (2006) who tested their
model in the agrarian society with success.

The model starting from the conception that an asset accumulation process is
what allows convergence to the high stable equilibrium and the improvement in
welfare (Barrett, 2007); demonstrates that the poorer households cannot accumulate
assets. They explain that poorer households cannot accumulate assets due to their
portfolio choices. They would adopt a defensive portfolio strategy, preferring lowyield, low-risk activities rather than higher-yield, higher-risk activities. This is due to
the fact that they are involved in risk of many types, starting from credit risk and going
through all the risks that affect the rural environment, where the poorer are more
concentrated. Improving the productivity of agriculture is the single most important
step a developing country can take to reduce poverty.

CHAPTER 2: RISK IN AGRICULTURE: ANALYSIS
AND MANAGEMENT
Agriculture is an inherently risky economic activity. A large array of uncontrollable
elements can affect output production and prices, resulting in highly variable
economic returns to farm households. In developing countries, farmers also lack

access to both modern instruments of risk management—such as agricultural
insurance, futures contracts, or guarantee funds—and ex post emergency government
assistance. Analyzing the many components of Agricultural risk we can recognize five
different main kind of risk:
Production Risk: is the random variability inherent in a farm's production process.
Weather, diseases, and pest infestations lead to production risk in crop and livestock
activities.
Market or Price Risk: is associated with the purchase of inputs as well as the sale
of commodities. Fluctuations in input and output prices cause income gains or losses.
Financial Risk: is the risk related to the financial health of the farm. Market
imperfections and asymmetry of information make the market for credit, for the
Agricultural sector, really difficult to penetrate. This generates liquidity problems for
the farmers that are pushed to choose low risk/low revenue strategy.
Institutional Risk: Institutional risk results from uncertainties surrounding
government actions.
Human or personal risk: refers to factors such as problems with human health or
personal relationships that can affect the farm business.

2.1 Weather risk
Recent evidence and predictions indicate that climate changes are accelerating. The
changes in the mean and the variance of rainfall and temperature, brings the farmers in
the uncertainty of his outcome. Moreover climate events can result irreversible and
generate huge losses of capital following the increasing market fluctuations
(increasing in Oil and food price volatility). This will cause poverty traps. Many
business, including agriculture, insurance, energy, and tourism are strongly affected by
the weather risk and the financial markets have devised a new class of instruments in
order to reduce the risk exposure to the weather.

Some successful policy for managing weather risks and improves hedging for
production risk as a whole can be divided in:
Social Protection
Microfinance
Credit market imperfections can create inefficiencies in production, consumption
and investment and this affect most of all the poor rural areas. Microfinance is based
on social intermediation between poor people and their savings with the aim of
creating self-employment and reduce poverty. NABARD (National Bank for
Agriculture & Rural Development) defines “micro-finance as the provision of thrift,
saving, credit and financial services and products of very small amounts to the poor in
rural, semi-urban and urban areas for enabling them to raise their income levels and
improve their standard of living”.
Weather Based Index Insurance
Weather index insurance pays indemnities based on realizations of a weather index
that is highly correlated with the actual losses. Weather derivative are written on
weather indices, build around an historical analysis on weather data, ideally highly
correlated with local yields.
Financial instruments
The variation in crop yield predicted by the index must be converted into a financial
equivalent that estimates the effective farmer’s exposure. An example took place in
1995, when the Moroccan Government activated the “Programme Sécheresse”, it was
a yield insurance programme connected with rainfall in order to avoid the
consequences of severe draught and their strong impact in the Moroccan Agricultural
sector. It was an European put option where the option price is the cost of the coverage
and the strike is the rainfall threshold below which an indemnity is triggered.

2.2 Price or Market risk
Price volatility significantly impacts the incomes of farmers and the
macroeconomic health of their countries.

From 1983-1998, the price of many

commodities fluctuated from below 50 percent to above 150 percent of their average
prices. In order to hedge, two kind of solution are suggested by the financial market:
Hedging price with futures
A futures contract is an agreement priced and entered on an exchange, to trade at a
specified future time a commodity. The use of features involves shifting risk from a
party that desire less risk (the hedger) to a party who is willing to accept the risk in
exchange for an expected profit (the speculator).
Hedging price with futures option contracts
A future commodity option gives the right, but not the obligation to take a futures
position at a specified date. The advantage in this case is represented by the option
that gives the change to hedge against adverse price movements. To gain this
protection the hedger has to pay a fee (as in the insurance case).

2.3 Financial risk
The availability of liquidity is a lack that depresses accumulation of capital and
makes the development difficult and slow.
The willingness of lenders to supply loans now or to continue to supply needed
funding in the future is uncertain and volatility in interest rate produces an added risk
to borrowing. These risks are largely influenced by greater economic factors and

changes in financial markets mostly out of the individual farmer’s control. Production
risk (as we already saw) contributes to financial risk, relating directly to cash flows
and the ability to secure and repay loans necessary for operation. So, another aspect of
financial risk management is liquidity that involves the farmer’s ability to generate
cash quickly and efficiently in order to meet his or her financial obligations (Barry and
Baker). In the credit, financial or liquidity risk one of the aspect that really affects
agriculture and is the presence of a collateral. The market of credit requires
information that results to be asymmetric and the transaction costs make them costly.
The solution provided is the presence of collateral that pushes poor borrowers out
from the market of credit and induce them into a liquidity trap. Coping with financial
risk in Agriculture means also try to manage all the other risk a farmer usually face. It
is impossible, in fact, to reduce the financial/credit risk without reducing the price and
the yield risk. But trying to unbundle the strictly financial risk we can identify some
basic strategy that has to be implemented and considered in every plan for hedging
agricultural commodities. These are:
• Records
• Self-Liquidating Loans
• Reserves
• Renting/Leasing
• Manage Marketing and Production risk
Assumed that farmers requires better records and needs to analyze better the
performances of their activity let’s try to focus, in this section the financial ratios that
they have to look for.
Critical areas of

Ratios

financial performance
Repayment capacity

•

Term debt and lease coverage ratio (low risk if >150%)

•

Capital replacement and term debt repayment margin
(heavy reliance on outside sources of repayment if ≤0)

Liquidity

•

Debt payment/Income ratio (low risk if <25%)

•

Current ratio (low risk >1.50)

•

Working Capital (the Californian rule: >50% of annual
operating expenses)

Solvency and collateral

•

Debt –to –asset ratio (low risk if <30%)

•

Equity –to –asset ratio (low risk if >55%)

Profitability

•

Debt –to –Equity ratio (low risk if <42%)

•

Operating profit margin ratio (low risk if <25% if it is
mostly owned)

Financial Efficiency

•

Return on asset (good if <5%)

•

Return on equity

•

Operating Expenses/Revenue ratio (efficient operation
if <65% if it is mostly owned)

•

Interest expense ratio (good if cost of debt <12%)

•

Depreciation expense ratio

•

Asset turnover ratio

•

Net farm income from operations ratio (higher is better)

CHAPTER 3: THE CASE: OLIVE OIL COOPERATIVE
IN THE SOUTH OF ITALY
This analysis deals with the example of a Farmers’ Cooperative for olive oil
production in the South of Italy. For centuries the economy of that South Italy region
(Puglia) has been focused on agriculture (especially on extra virgin olive oil
production). The opening of the economic horizons to global markets has “reshuffled
the cards”. The production at the Italian costs has become insufficient to economically
sustain that area, so farmers have been exposed to the problems of international trade,
without the knowledge required. The risk related to Cooperative’s activity are divided
between risk associated with the Agricultural activity and risk associated with the
Cooperative’s product commercialization. It’s basically a distinction between yield
risk (for hedging agricultural activity) and price combined with financial risks that
have to be faced directly by the Cooperative.

3.2 Managing yield risk
The correlation between yield and rainfall of 0.50. That is a good result in terms of
dependence of the crop from the weather event in question.
Year
2000

Rainfall weighted
92.36

Irrigation costs
5280

Revenues – i.c.
11460

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

220.24
497.08
282.76
352.44
312.98
490.92
391.2
253.48
421.42

4400
2875
4370
3720
3840
3125
3750
4420
3510

22190.2
34297.2
21994.8
39787.2
35459.4
29180.1
35178.5
13932.8
22201.4

Considering that irrigation costs accounts for more then 70% on the outcome to
retain an year positive (incremental irrigation doesn’t mean same yield) we can
assume irrigation costs as the main parameter to quantify the losses caused by drought.
Assuming €27,000 the average for revenues minus costs for irrigation and 310mm of
rainfall in the period described above the strike limit under which the Farmer A incurs
in undesirable outcome, we can quantify the losses in €135/mm of rain below 310mm
in the considered period.

3.3 Managing Cooperative’s risks
The main problems that the Cooperative has to face are in synthesis related to the
price. As it was proposed in the previous chapter, two paths are recommended to
hedge the price of this commodity:
• Futures
Cash
Today: €3.5/l

Futures

Basis

Sell olive oil contract at -€0.3/l (under)
€3.8/l

Later: sell olive oil in Buy olive oil contract back -€0.0/l
local market at €3.0/l

at €3.0/l

Results

Selling Price

€3.0/l

Less Commission

€0.1/l

Plus Futures Gain

€0.8/l

Net selling Price

€3.7/l

€0.2/l basis gain

• Futures Option Contracts
Cash and Futures
Today:

Option Price
Purchase €3.50/L Put at €0.20/L

•

Cash €3.35/L

•

Futures €3.40/L

(pay €1000 plus commission)

Later:

Sell €3.50/L Put at €0.05/L

•

Cash €3.60/L

•

Futures €3.65/L

Results

(receive €250 less commission)
- Cash price received

€3.60/L

- Less commission

€0.01/L

- Less Option Premium gain €0.15/L
Net Buying Price

€3.44/Kg

All the possible scenarios described above starts from the conception that someone
knows where the market is going. From a certain point of view it is right, because
historical data, especially in the market for commodities, tend to have a cyclical trend
(for example during the year) that indicates the right periods to sell the product.
ago-01
ott-06
set-01
set-06
ott-01
5
ago-06
nov-01
lug-06
dic-01
giu-06
gen-02
mag-06
feb-02
4
apr-06
mar-02
mar-06
apr-02
feb-06
mag-02
3
gen-06
giu-02
dic-05
ago-02
2
nov-05
set-02
ott-05
ott-02
1
set-05
nov-02
ago-05
dic-02
0
lug-05
gen-03
giu-05
feb-03
mag-05
mar-03
apr-05
apr-03
mar-05
mag-03
feb-05
giu-03
gen-05
lug-03
dic-04
ago-03
nov-04
set-03
ott-04
ott-03
set-04
nov-03
ago-04
dic-03
lug-04
gen-04
giu-04
feb-04
mag-04
mar-04
apr-04

The price fluctuation analysis can be helpful in a storage policy perspective
because helps the Cooperative to reach the highest price every year. For example with
a right storage policy in 2007 (that is not the highest in terms of spread of prices) that
is supposed the Cooperative to sell the 60% of the production in November and the
rest of selling spread during the year, the overall outcomes (in revenues) could be
€230,000 higher, that represent an incremental income of 16.5% (considering the
revenue in 2007). The storage policy of course is strictly correlated with the
availability of cash: it becomes possible only if it is sustained by a strong credit risk
management policy.
Managing Credit risk
The Cooperative’s situation of solvency, presents an equity to asset ratio of 0.85
(remember the benchmark we set is >55%) and a debt to asset ratio of 41% (remember

the benchmark is set to 42%). This gives the banks the capacity to consider the
Cooperative as a solvent subject and allow them the access to credit. Banca Carime
(in according to the whole Italian Banking System) proposed two different path for
giving credit to the Cooperative; fixed rate and floating rate. For the fixed rate the
European parameters is the IRS (5 years) and for the Cooperative, that has got an
average solvency capacity, was proposed the solution IRS+1, the rate calculated is
7.167%.

Conclusions
The poverty spread in the rural areas testifies the failure in the updating and the
development of the agricultural sector. The industrialized countries show a growing
unselfishness in the agricultural policies with a progressive detachment from it by the
labor force, without considering the fundamental role of agriculture in our lives (just
think about nutrition).
Agriculture is a risky sector, difficult to manage, that interfaces with a number of
problems with uncertain resolution, first the role of ignorance in the sector’s operator.
To upfront the most intractable issues is and has still to be, the main goal of the
human challenges; the progress travel through the victory of impossible bets.
Activating a responsibility mechanism by whom knows how to solve problems,
against those who has got such problems, evident results can be obtained.
The olive oil Cooperative taken in consideration in this work, in August activated a
10 year loan with floating rate (to upfront the imbalances of cash) and stipulated a
futures contract with a multinational reaching the highest price obtained in the last 3
years (for selling in tank in the area considered). This first step toward a sector
development results to be a push, even if moral, for those who support economic
growth in the area considered (in Sannicandro di Beri over the 40% of the population
belongs from olive oil production). The increasing in productivity is the key concept
of this paper. It wants to be a food for thought for those who believe that a nonproductive activity is destined to remain so.
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